TESTIMONIALS
My audio system is set up in a solid stone house, all brick and concrete without a
wooden stick frame. The floors are 12" of concrete with nothing but rock below. My
thought on isolation therefore was "isolation from what"? Nevertheless I put my first set
of four of Pneupods under my Aesthitix Romulus DAC as was so dazzled by the
changes in my system's performance that I immediately ordered two more sets.
The first change was a baffling new form of quietude in my room. Suddenly there was a
laid-backness and tranquility that I always missed when listening to any form of digital
reproduction. Whereas before I found it hard to listen to an entire Mahler symphony
before the need to look for my analog copy of the work, I now can enjoy the entire
Fourth symphony and then happily find my Redbook copy of the Fifth. It not so much
the absence of noise, but a difference in the music's presence in the room that the
Pneupods bring about. It used to be presented to me by the system, now it exists simply
in the room with me.
Next I installed the feet under both my phono stage and the preamp and was rewarded
with a stunning change in the articulation of the low end of the system. I am very keen
on string quartet music and found that the cello in many recordings now took on the kind
of "baritone" sonority that I only found from the concert stage. If you like the vroom of
lower strings and the wham of tympani, look for these audio "Michelins" in a hurry!
DB, Mexico

Recently, upon a recommendation from an audiophile friend of mine, I purchased a set
of your Pneupod feet. I had listened to his system and noticed how his turntable
sounded so free of distortion from vibration. The floors of his house were normal joist on
the first floor of a typical house, i.e. the vibrations that you get from foot fall etc. I noticed
the only change I could see were the unique feet under his turntable. He went on to
explain what the principles were behind the design of these feet.
I purchased a set for my turntable and immediately noticed a blacker background, and
well as a focused clarity that had not been there before. I have now lived with this great
design for several weeks, and I am totally convinced that the Pneupod air feet are
incredible. I liked them so much a bought a set for under my tube phono section, and
again found that there were big improvements in the vocals and individual instruments.
In classical chamber and jazz recordings that is a new awaking of recordings I thought I
knew well.
I have recommended these to many of my fellow audiophiles. Please pass on to your
staff my appreciation of your New product.
P.S. I have included a partial list of my set-up. I have a man cave in my lower level of
my house, with cement floors, and separate electrical hook-up.
Gratefully yours
BH
West Bloomfield, Michigan
Equipment used;
McIntosh C-1000 pre-amp
McIntosh MC2102 amp.
Oracle Delphi MK VI turntable
Graham Phantom Elite tone-arm
Shelter 90X cartridge
Quad 2905 speaker’s w/subwoofer
Mod-Wright Oppo 105 modified tube
Ampex 350-2 tube reel to reel 2-track tape recorder (100% restoration)

A few months ago upon a fellow audio guy suggested I try a product that he had been
using for a while. He knew that I would be skeptical and a tough critic. The product was
the Pneupod feet and he explained the principles and science behind them. I was so
intrigued that I purchased a set. Well it has been a month or so and all I can say is
WOW!! I decided to put them under my turntable and the difference it made was
startling. There is more air around the instruments and the bass is much more defined
and musical. The background became darker and the music was more resolute without
being thin or bright. I highly recommend these because they work. There are so many
isolation devices out there that I have tried that don’t work it is refreshing to find one that
does. Buying another set for my DAC!!!!
Thank You Pneuance!!!!
JH

